Mangrove Mountain Landfill
Fact Sheet 1
You be the Judge
We all make decisions daily. We rely upon government agencies and our elected representatives to
act in our best interest, but as members of the community, we have the right to examine and question
their actions.

So what do you think should have happened when the former Gosford City Council

found a succession of landfill operators had breached their development consent by importing 10
times more waste material than the consent permitted? Not only had they imported more waste
material, but they had also constructed a pit 7.5 times larger than the Council consent, and for many
years, neither Council nor the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) noticed! How is this possible?

If this is not bad enough, the current
waste operator installed a leachate
collection pond that is only 3% the
correct size. This means that 97% of
the leachate that is being generated
from the existing waste is not being
captured, stored or treated. But it
goes from bad to catastrophic when
we realise that this is all happening
within the Central Coast water supply
catchment.

With such gross breaches of the development consent and the alarming environmental hazard to the
integrity of the drinking water supply, you would expect Council to throw the full weight of the law
against the offender. But this has not been the case. Instead, Council has agreed to allow the waste
operator to import a total of 25 times the volume of waste greater than was approved in the original
consent and continue the excavation pit to be 47.7 times larger. This massive increase in waste will
require the installation of a 6 million litre leachate holding pond. The leachate will need to be properly
disposed of, which will be extremely expensive, and the pond maintained for decades, or will it be?
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There must be a reason why Council made its decision. We ask you to judge as to whether or not the
actions of the managers of the former Gosford City Council were professionally negligent and
incompetent, or open and honest, and also to judge the actions of the former Councillors as to
whether or not they were naïve, misguided or acted in your best interest and with due diligence. You
need information to make an informed decision. Following is an outline of the facts to assist you to
make an informed judgement on the actions of Council.
The facts are simple. In 1998, Council granted consent for the
remodeling of Mangrove Mountain Golf Course. This involved
excavating 20,000 cubic metres (m3) of soil and rock on site and
importing 220,000 m3 of fill. This is represented by the red and
green on the adjacent graph marked Original Consent. Work
commenced in Area B, which had approval to receive 80,000
m3 of fill. This is represented by the teal colour in the column
marked Area B. No excavation was approved to take place in
Area B.
In September 2012, instead of finding 80,000 m3 of fill material in Area B, Council belatedly discovered
a waste mound containing 800,000 m3 of material. This is 10 times greater than the original consent.
However, what was even more alarming was the fact that an
excavation pit creating a void space of 149,149 m3 was
excavated where no excavation had been approved.

This

excavation pit is 1.9 times greater in size than the original
amount of fill which was approved to be imported into Area B.
From this excavation pit up to 100,000 m3 of soil and rock was
relocated to an area of the site where no material had been
identified to be located.

The accompanying graph marked Area B is as described above
and approved in the consent. In the column marked EPA
Control, the blue represents the 800,000 m3 of waste material,
the pink represents the 149,149 m3 excavation pit, and the
coffee colour represents the relocated 100,000 m3 of soil and
rock, which was allowed to take place. The reason why the right
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hand side of the graph is labelled ‘EPA Control’ is because the waste operator has an Environment
Protection Licence (EPL) issued by the EPA. To find out more details regarding the involvement of the
EPA please review the information sheets Can you rely upon the EPA and EPA failed in its duty.

In 2013, Council commenced mediation in the Land and Environment Court. In the mediation
documentation it is clear that when mediation commenced, Council accepted the EPL as a valid
document and presented an offer that involved removing the top off the waste mound and gravity
drainage of leachate. The waste operator rejected this offer and presented a series of counter offers.

In one of the offers involving the removal of the top of the waste mound the waste operator wanted
to fill a void space of 1,187,000 m3 between the existing land surface as at June 2013 and a proposed
golf course land surface. In the other offer involving gravity drainage of leachate they wanted to fill a
void space of 1,269,000 m3 again between the existing land
surface in June 2013 and a proposed golf course land
surface.

What is perplexing, is that rather than Council accepting one
of the above offers, Council increased the amount of void
space to 1,317,503 m3. To enable this void space to be
achieved this required a further excavation of an estimated
350,000 m3.

In the accompanying graph marked EPA

Control, the details are as previously described. In the
column marked Settlement Offer, the salmon colour
represents the additional void space of 1,317,503 m3 and the
lavender colour represents the additional excavation of
350,000 m3. After undertaking an analysis of the mediation
documentation it appears the additional void space was a
compromise to combine taking 7.4 metres of fill off the top
of the waste mound and implement gravity drainage for all
leachate.

In July 2014, after the settlement offer, but before the Land
and Environment Court Order in August 2014, Council’s
former Chief Executive Officer (CEO) wrote to the EPA. In this letter the former CEO presented
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evidence alleging the EPL was invalid and that the EPA had allegedly failed its statutory duty to
enforce its own licence conditions. To find out more details regarding the letter please review the
information sheet ‘The Letter’.

At the same time, the former CEO received the Amended Landfill Environmental Management Plan
2013 and the Leachate Management Plan of 2013. Analysing the contents of these documents and
comparing them with previous plans confirms that the current leachate holding pond is only 3% of the
correct design capacity. This raises the question of where is the other 97% of the leachate going?
Evidence indicates that only 15% of the waste mound has an appropriate leachate membrane. With
the potential of up to 85% of the site being unlined there is a
fear that significant volumes of leachate would be entering the
local ground water aquifer.

Based upon the above facts one would have expected Council
to take a more aggressive stance against the waster operator.
But Council in its wisdom did the opposite.

In the

accompanying graph marked Settlement Offer, the details are
as previously described. In the second column marked Court
Order, the brown represents an additional 1,137,614 m3 of
void space, the grey colour represents an additional 100,000
m3 of cover material and the pale pink represents an additional
excavation of 506,299 m3. The void space has nearly doubled
again to 2,555,117 m3. That is a huge pile of extra waste.

If this is not puzzling enough, the reduction in height of the
existing waste mound changes from 7.4 m to only 6 m. In
addition, the leachate system is no longer 100% gravity
drained. Reducing these requirements adds more confusion.
After all, the primary reasons to increase the void space above
the waste operator’s offers were to reduce waste height and
for leachate to be gravity drained.
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Below from left to right, you can see the change in volume of waste material and of excavation depth
from the original consent through to the court order. And after 16 years, there is still only the promise
of a redesigned golf course at the end of a further 10 years. To comprehend the changes in excavation
and volume of fill that has taken place, and is proposed to take place, review the information sheet
Understanding the scale and magnitude

If you judge the actions of the former CEO or the former Councillors of Gosford City Council as
questionable and needing further investigation, then add your support to the request to the Baird
Government for a Commission of Inquiry. Open and read other information sheets. You will be
surprised to learn what has taken place.
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